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Abstract: In this paper, the main aim is to make attribute-based encryption (ABE) more 

suitable for access control to store data  in  the cloud.  The main result is an extension of the 

decentralized CP-ABE scheme with identity-based user revocation. The revocation system is 

made feasible by removing the computational burden of a revocation event from the service 

provider, at the expense of some permanent, yet acceptable overhead of the encryption and 

decryption algorithms run by the users. Thus, the computation overhead is distributed over a 

potentially large number of users, instead of putting it on a single party (e.g., a proxy server), 

which would easily lead to a performance bottleneck.  The encrypting this data with 

traditional techniques, causes that recipients must be determined formerly, moreover either 

they has to share the same private key or several encrypted versions (with different keys) 

must be stored. These undermine the possible security, efficiency and the flexibility which 

the cloud should provide. Attribute-based encryption (ABE) proposed is intended for one to 

many encryption in which cipher texts are encrypted for those who are able to fulfill certain 

requirements. The most suitable variant for fine-grained access control in the cloud is called 

cipher text policy (CP) ABE, in which cipher texts are associated with access policies, 

determined by the encrypted and attributes describe the user, accordingly attributes are 

embedded in the users’ secret keys. A cipher text can be decrypted by someone if and only if, 

his attributes satisfy the access structure given in the cipher text, thus data sharing is possible 

without prior knowledge of who will be the receiver preserving the flexibility of the cloud 

even after encryption. All the performance and key strength has been calculated according to 

the user key revocation methods. Whenever the actor’s attribute has been changed the key 

will get update itself without any conditions or delay or request from the admin. This is a 

cyclic process happening during every change. 
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Related Work 

The application of information technology to healthcare (healthcare IT) has become 

increasingly important in many countries in the recent years. There are continuing efforts on 

national and international standardization for interoperability and data exchange[1]. Many 

different application scenarios are envisaged in electronic healthcare (e-health), e.g., electronic 

health records, accounting and billing, medical research, and trading intellectual property .In 

particular e-health systems like electronic health records (EHRs) are believed to decrease costs 
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in healthcare (e.g., avoiding expensive double diagnoses, or repetitive drug administration) and 

to improve personal health management in general [1]. Examples of national activities are the e-

health approach in Austria , the German electronic Health Card (eHC) system . under 

development, or the Taiwan Electronic Medical Record Template (TMT). [2] Healthcare 

organizations also must comply with multiple standards and regulations regarding patient data 

privacy, including those issued by the Joint Commission, the Health Insurance Portability and 

Accountability Act (HIPAA), and individual states. [2] Accordingly, they are implementing 

methods to monitor and report access to critical systems and information. In addition, they 

recognize the need to create and enforce security policies to protect critical endpoints, such as 

databases containing sensitive data, like protected health information (PHI), as well as 

electronic medical records (EMRs), and electronic health records (EHRs). [3] An evaluation of 

our design shows that our ABE library performs well, has acceptable storage requirements, and 

is practical and usable on modern smart phones.  There are multiple, parallel efforts underway 

to modernize medical records systems for greater efficiency, improved patient care, patient 

safety, patient privacy, and costs savings[3]. Data security, as it exists in many other 

applications, is among these challenges that would raise great concerns from users when they 

store sensitive information on cloud servers. These concerns originate from the fact that cloud 

servers are usually operated by commercial providers which are very likely to be outside of the 

trusted domain of the users [4]. 

 

Introduction 

 

In several distributed systems a user should only be able to access data if a user posses a certain 

set of credentials or attributes. Currently, the only method for enforcing such policies is to 

employ a trusted server to store the data and mediate access control. However, if any server 

storing the data is compromised, then the confidentiality of the data will be compromised. In 

this paper, present a system for realizing complex access control on encrypted data that call 

Cipher text-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption. By using proposed techniques encrypted data 

can be kept confidential even if the storage server is untrusted; moreover, encrypted methods 

are secure against collusion attacks. Previous Attribute Based Encryption systems used 

attributes to describe the encrypted data and built policies into user’s keys; while in our system 

attributes are used to describe a user’s credentials, and a party encrypting data determines a 

policy for who can decrypt. Thus, the methods are conceptually closer to traditional access 

control methods such as Role-Based Access Control (RBAC). In addition, provide an 

implementation of our system and give performance measurements. In many situations, when a 

user encrypts sensitive data, it is imperative that establish a specific access control policy on 

who can decrypt this data. For example, suppose that the FBI public corruption of- fixes in 

Knoxville and San Francisco are investigating an allegation of bribery involving a San 

Francisco lobbyist and a Tennessee congressman. Traditionally, this type of expressive access 

control is enforced by employing a trusted server to store data locally. The server is entrusted as 
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a reference monitor that checks that a user presents proper certification before allowing him to 

access records or files. However, services are increasingly storing data in a distributed fashion 

across many servers. Replicating data across several locations has advantages in both 

performance and reliability. The drawback of this trend is that it is increasingly difficult to 

guarantee the security of data using traditional methods; when data is stored at several locations, 

the chances that one of them has been compromised increases dramatically. For these reasons, 

to require that sensitive data is stored in an encrypted form so that it will remain private even if 

a server is compromised. 

 

The method is reasonably simple. Key matrix KLx2 where,  

 

 

 

 

This key is known only to the sender and receiver. When the first party wants to send a message 

M to the second party, he/she determines the key 2 L K× and every character from the message 

is replaced by a binary value. An eight-bit octet is generated randomly and set in a temporary 

vector V. The bits in the vector V from position K [1,1] to position K[1,2] are replaced by bits 

from the secret message. Then the resulting vector V is stored in a file. As long as the message 

file has not reached its end yet, move to the next row of the key matrix and another octet is 

generated randomly and the replacement is performed repeatedly and the resulting vector is 

stored in the file. The previous procedure is repeated over and over again pending the end the 

message. The resulting file is sent to the receiver who beforehand has the key matrix. If the key 

length is not enough to cover the whole message during the encryption process, the key will be 

reapplied over and over again until the encryption of the whole message is completed.  

 

The Decryption process  

 

For decrypting the received encrypted file the following steps are taken. An octet is read from 

the encrypted binary plain text message EBPM file, then it is set in a temporary vector V, from 

this vector, bits are extracted from position K(1,1) to position K(1,2) and set in a BPM file. 

Since the EBPM file is nonetheless not empty, the next octet is read from the EBPM file and 

then it is set in a temporary vector V. From this vector, bits are extracted from position K (2, 1) 

to position K (2, 2) and added to the binary plain text message BPM file. The above steps are 

repeated over and over again until the EBPM file becomes empty. Every octet form the BPM 

file is transformed to the corresponding character, and then is put in the plaintext file. When the 

EPBM is empty the plaintext file becomes the message. In case that the key length is not 

enough to cover the whole message during the decryption process, the key will be reapplied 

over and over again till the decryption of the whole message is completed. 
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Key Length  

 

To show the number of possible keys, i.e., the key space when the key length is 16. The 

probability of replacing a string of bits whose length ranges from 1 to 8 bit in an octet is 1/64. 

Consequently, if the key length is 16 there are 64(16) = 7.9x10(28) possible keys. If the attacker 

has a cipher text and he knows that the key length is 16, there are 7.9x10(28) attempts to find 

the correct key, i.e. , there are 7.9x10(28)attempts to find the correct plaintext or secret message.  

Assuming that a super computer working in parallel is able to try 10(12) attempts per second, it 

will take 2.5x10(9) years to find the secret message. Note that the universe is only 10(10) years 

old. This eliminates brute force attack; however other types of attacks will be discussed in 

future work. 
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Algorithms analysis  

 

The worst case, regarding storage requirements, occurs when replacing one bit only from 

message to the V vector. Hence, cipher text equal eight times the size of the plain text.  It have 

analysed worst case running times for our encryption algorithm and found that it has linear 

complexity of O (n). 

 Key length is variable: the key length can be varied from 16 up to any larger value 

depending on the security level required.  

 Word length is variable: the block size can be varied between 1 to 16 bits or 1 to 32 bits 

and so on. That is, encryption can be performed on 16, 32 or 64 bit blocks. This, in turn, 

can be used on different processor architectures employing 16, 32, or 64 bit registers.  

 The algorithm, therefore, provides variable degrees of security. However, this improved 

security levels will be at the cost of increased size of the cipher text.  

 The number of rounds is variable: the whole process can be repeated r times using the 

same key 

 

Result and analysis 

Encryption type = 64 bit key 

Key Length = 23 char 

Key type = Alpha numerical with special characters. 

Key character = Encryption and decryption 

Key Limitation = Caps alphabets = 26, Small alphabets = 26, 0 -9 numbers = 10, Special 

Characters = 10: result = 3.848329407410064e+135 of key combinations can be produced. It is 

equivalent to 30000 trillion and above combination 

Fig 1.Key strength 
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Key strength has been decided with the number of character, numbers and special characters.  

As per the result most of the key is appearing in the key strength of 95 % to 99%. Which is 

comes under the best key character. This result represents the attribute permission for the actors 

available in this application. Initially all the available actors will represent in the chart. And also 

using grouping methods, the actor availability will be shown in actor wise. This shows the 

number of actors in arch group. In added with the attribute wise chart has been created for 

viewing the permissions. And also the chart represents the most permitted attribute to the users. 

This makes more data clarity to view the current status . Also the actors are un grouped to view 

the each user’s attribute permission, with actor wise. Hence the proposed system having best 

performance in time, and execution process. The overall system is working good with major 

change in the performance between the existing system to the current system. 

 

Conclusion 

The system has been working more efficient than expectation. Before giving the formal proof,  

point out that from the point of view of a user, whose attributes have never satisfied the access 

structure defined in the cipher text, construction is at least as secure as the one by because the 

computation is equivalent to the decryption computation given there in this thesis. The system is 

similar to a decision support system that provides useful transformation to the decision makers 

of admin. This information helps in making decisions regarding assignment of frequently data 

access in the server the system required by the client based on their input in a faster manner. 

Since the Input given by the client is analyzed using the data mining techniques, an unknown or 

hidden information is retrieved from the data base. To create a system for Cipher text-Policy 

Attribute Based Encryption. The system allows for a new type of encrypted access control 

where user’s private keys are specified by a set of attributes and a party encrypting data can 

specify a policy over these attributes specifying which users are able to decrypt. Our system 

allows policies to be expressed as any monotonic tree access structure and is resistant to 

collusion attacks in which an attacker might obtain multiple private keys. Finally, we provided 

an implementation of our system, which included several optimization techniques. 
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